The development of regenerative liquid propellant guns (RLPGs) needs due consideration of numerous intetdependent parameters that affect its perfonnance. To help in this task, computer simulation was undertaken to predict internal ballistics of a conceptual liquid propellant gun. The expected pressure and other irnportarlt parameters are documented which serve as an aid to the hardware, design of the re,generativ~ liqtid propellant guns. 
guns have several problems and rthere was a need to implement a new concept incorporating an annular piston and a movable control rod4 A schematic of this concept is shown in Fig. I . The igniter is used to initially pressurise the chamber which causes the control rod to move rearward. The liquid propellant (Ip) flows from the reservoir to the chamber through the annulus between the control rod and the annular piston. The annular piston also moves rearward and the annular gap between it and the control rod. decides the mass flow rate. The area of the annular piston facing the projectile side is larger than the one facing the liquid propellant side. This differential piston concept ensures that the annular piston keeps moving rearward even when the reservoir pressure is high. I
These equations are differentia~ed to obtain the required differential equatipns. The' heat lost to the gun is assumed to be a fraction H 1 of the propellant , . energy. The heat.lost during the gun operations due to fri'ction in projecti.le, annular piston and control rod i~ assumed to be a fraction of the kinetic energy of the respective part. This fraction is reprJsented 
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The damper fluid (df) ,n "dampe.r chamber changes drastically with pressure and is given by7,4
A and B arr user input parameters which deed to be estimated experimentally.
As experimental \ data were I not available, the repbrted data were used2.4 .
The pressure in the combustion chamber and 
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The only force acting on the P!ojectile is due to the pressure in the combustion chamber. The equations of motion are gi yen by
The bulk modulus of t~e Ip add df is given by Eqns (4) and (5) respectively and that of air is given by the product of its v and its pressure., As the presSure in the reserVoir 'and damper increases, t~e air gets compressed. Tht compression is assumed to be adiabatic and' foUows the equation , p U v Dr = constant (8) ar ar ,
The 
The pressure difference across piston head causes the liquid propellant to be injected irito the chamber and the mass flow rate is given as ., 
